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Special Instructions (if any) : Answer Any Three questions. Write all parts of a question in One Place.

Ql Discuss the following with suitable drawing and examples.

(a) Insitu and Induced stresses
(b) Stresses on barrier pillar
(c) Stress transformation methods
(d) Zone of influence of circular opening for stress ratio 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0.

Q2 A vertical shaft of circular cross section is constructed in a region of high horizontal stress as shown [10]

[10]

in the figure below. Measurements along the shaft indicate that preshaft principal stresses in MPa

are given by a; = 0.027 D, O"h = 1.5+0.035D and 0" H = 3.5 + 0.045D ,where D denote depth in m.

If the compressive strength and tensile strength of rock mass is 20 MPa and 2 MPa respectively.

(a) If a vertical shaft is driven, then at D = 250 m, determine the safety factors at Point A and
Point B.

(b) Find the most suitable direction of the horizontal tunnel proposed to be driven at a depth of
250 m from vertical shaft along which the ground
control problem will be least.

(c) If a second vertical shaft of same dimension is
planned near the first shaft, what should be the
minimum safe distance between these two shafts
and their relative location in plan. Comment on the
stability of the rock mass in between these two
shafts.

(d) Determine the uniform internal pressure ( Pi )

required to be applied at shaft boundary at D = 250
m, such that safety factor at point B becomes unity.
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Q3 (a) Derive an expression for radius of fracture zone (rep) around a circular tunnel of radius (a) is [4]

driven in a hydrostatic stress field (Po) at a depth (h) from flat ground surface. The internal

support pressure at circumference of the opening is Pi. Assume that the failure is defined by

Mohr-coulomb failure criteria and the rock mass is behaving like a elastic-perfectly-plastic
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material. The angle of internal friction and cohesion for fractured rock is <Pf and cf respectively

whereas the angle of internal friction and cohesion for intact rock is tp; and c; respectively.

(b) In continuation from Q3(a), the radius of tunnel of 3m radius is driven in a hydrostatic stress [6]

field of 8 MPa. Consider the following rock properties like <Pf = 35°, cf = 0.25 MPa, tp; =

25° and cf = 1.0 MPa. If internal support pressure Pi = 0.5 MPa. Assume plastic zone is

created around the opening then find the following

(i) radius of elastic-plastic boundary

(ii) the radial and tangential stress at the circumference as well as at elastic-plastic interface
of the opening.

(iii) Show on a graph paper the radial and tangential stresses calculated in Q3(b)(ii).
Compare the stress distribution in plastic zone for elastic and plastic rock mass.

Q4 (a) A panel is developed at a depth of 200m from ground surface with a pillar dimension of 20m [4]

x 20m x 3m as shown in figure below. The width of the galleries in both dip and strike

directions are 4.4 m. It is given that the

average unit weight of overburden, in-

situ strength of coal, angle of draw and

goaf extent are 24 kN/m3, 6 MPa, 21°,

100 m respectively.

Estimate the safety factor of pillars

during depillaring operation when coal

seam nearby this panel is developed as

shown figure above. Assume your own

conditions.

line of
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(b) A bord and Pillar mining isplanned at a depth of 300 m in a-seam dipping-lS'i.An extraction 0 [4] 0

percentage of SO% is anticipated. The ratio of in-situ horizontal to vertical stress is estimated

to be O.2S. A joint set is present that dips 60° in the same direction as the seam. Rock mass

cohesion and angle of internal friction are IS.0 MPa and 3So respectively. Whereas joint

cohesion and angle of internal friction are O.IS MPa and 2So respectively. Average unit weight

of overlying strata is 2S kN/m3. Determine the pillar stability using graph paper.

(c) Discuss the factors affecting the stresses on an inclined pillar. How the induced stresses can [2]
be minimized to the control the pillar failure.
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